Wetroom &
Tray Collection
Want a more contemporary,
minimalist look? We have everything
you need for a luxury wetroom.

With the Hudson
Reed range, you
can transform your
bathroom into a
stylish wetroom,
perfect for making the
most of your space.

All our wetroom screens come
with a lifetime guarantee against
the unlikely event of any faulty
materials or manufacture. It’s
not just reassurance we provide:
our revolutionary Shower Shield
coating repels water and limescale,
so your shower will stay crystal
clear and maintain its clean,
minimalist look.
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Our British-made Pearlstone shower
trays, made of patented Pearlstone
Matrix, are some of the strongest
and lightest available. 50% lighter
than conventional stone resin, they
are safer to handle and easier to fit.
Only 40-45mm high, the ultra-slim
profile makes them perfect for a
modern wetroom design.
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WETROOM SCREENS
All wetroom screens come with a lifetime guarantee against faulty
materials or manufacture, provided they have been maintained in
accordance with our instructions. Non-glass or metallic parts, e.g.
seals, are subject to normal wear and tear through usage and are
therefore covered on all products for 12 months from installation.

Wetroom Accessories

• Lifetime guarantee
• Stainless steel fixing bracket with rotating joint
• 8mm toughened safety glass
Screen Size
215mm
700mm
760mm
800mm
900mm
1000mm
1200mm
1400mm

Adjustment
675 x 700mm
735 x 760mm
775 x 800mm
875 x 900mm
975 x 1000mm
1175 x 1200mm
1375 x 1400mm

Height
1950mm
1950mm
1950mm
1950mm
1950mm
1950mm
1950mm
1950mm

Code
WRSB250*
WRSB700
WRSB760
WRSB800
WRSB900
WRSB1000
WRSB1200
WRSB1400

Enclosure Hook
(frameless)
ACC013 £18
Price
£246
£304
£331
£359
£380
£397
£489
£555

Universal
Wetroom Screen
Support Arm
ARM32 £43

Our revolutionary easy-clean coating repels water and
limescale to keep your shower crystal clear.

*WRSB250 is a return piece, suitable only for use with another wetroom screen
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All prices include VAT at 20%. For line drawings visit www.hudsonreed.co.uk.
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WALK-IN SHOWER TRAYS
Our walk-in trays will help complete a minimalist
wetroom design. They can be set into the floor
for a neat finish and have a large shower tray
with a grooved drying area.
The Hudson Reed Walk-in Trays feature an ABS capped acrylic
exterior, giving a hard-wearing, durable and easy-to-clean surface.
The innovative encapsulated baseboard gives added strength and
screw retention to easily fit feet.

• No shrinkage, warping or twisting
• Light, strong and durable
• ABS capped acrylic
Code
RST1490S
RST1600S
RST1780S

Rectangular Walk-in Shower Tray Size
1400 x 900 x 40mm
1600 x 800 x 40mm
1700 x 800 x 40mm

Price
£283
£291
£297

PEARLSTONE SHOWER TRAYS
Our Pearlstone trays are sleek, strong, easy
to fit and made here in Britain. They are the
perfect finishing touch to complete your
wetroom or shower enclosure.
The Hudson Reed Pearlstone trays are made of the patented
Pearlstone Matrix making the range one of the strongest and
lightest available. They are up to 50% lighter than conventional
stone resin trays, making them easier to fit.

• Lifetime Guarantee

We believe our patented shower trays bring innovation, exceptional quality
and value for money to all our customers, which is backed by our Lifetime
Guarantee. The guarantee applies to manufacturing defects and products
in domestic use, provided they have been used in the manner they were
intended.

• Patented Technology

900mm-1200mm has a corner waste hole.
Code
Tray Size
PST127
900 x 700 x 40mm NEW
PST008
900 x 760 x 40mm
PST009
900 x 800 x 40mm
PST011
1000 x 700 x 40mm
PST012
1000 x 760 x 40mm
PST013
1000 x 800 x 40mm
PST014
1000 x 900 x 40mm
PST126
1100 x 700 x 40mm NEW
PST021
1200 x 700 x 40mm
PST022
1200 x 760 x 45mm
PST023
1200 x 800 x 45mm
PST024
1200 x 900 x 40mm

Price
£137
£137
£149
£166
£154
£154
£160
£160
£154
£166
£166
£173

1400mm-1700mm has a centre waste hole.
Code
Tray Size
PST033
1400 x 800 x 40mm
PST034
1400 x 900 x 40mm
PST141
1500 x 700 x 40mm NEW
PST151
1600 x 700 x 40mm NEW

Price
£260
£308
£280
£340

Made of the patented Pearlstone Matrix making the range one of the
strongest and lightest available. All trays are acrylic capped and constructed
from polyurethane resin mixed with filler including volcanic ash.

• Lightweight

The trays are up to 50% lighter than conventional stone resin trays, making
them safer for handling and fitting. Please visit our website for weights.

• Easy to Fit

The Pearlstone Matrix has screw retention so that the feet from the leg set
(sold separately) can be screwed directly into the base of the tray.
All trays have a flat underside making installation and levelling even easier.

• Slimline

At just 40-45mm high, Pearlstone trays are amongst the sleekest on the
market. Perfect for a modern and contemporary wetroom design.
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All prices include VAT at 20%. For line drawings visit www.hudsonreed.co.uk.

90mm Fast Flow Shower
Waste, for all shower trays
E330 £12.30
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